Speech recognition with altered spectral distribution of envelope cues.
Recognition of consonants, vowels, and sentences was measured in conditions of reduced spectral resolution and distorted spectral distribution of temporal envelope cues. Speech materials were processed through four bandpass filters (analysis bands), half-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered to extract the temporal envelope from each band. The envelope from each speech band modulated a band-limited noise (carrier bands). Analysis and carrier bands were manipulated independently to alter the spectral distribution of envelope cues. Experiment I demonstrated that the location of the cutoff frequencies defining the bands was not a critical parameter for speech recognition, as long as the analysis and carrier bands were matched in frequency extent. Experiment II demonstrated a dramatic decrease in performance when the analysis and carrier bands did not match in frequency extent, which resulted in a warping of the spectral distribution of envelope cues. Experiment III demonstrated a large decrease in performance when the carrier bands were shifted in frequency, mimicking the basal position of electrodes in a cochlear implant. And experiment IV showed a relatively minor effect of the overlap in the noise carrier bands, simulating the overlap in neural populations responding to adjacent electrodes in a cochlear implant. Overall, these results show that, for four bands, the frequency alignment of the analysis bands and carrier bands is critical for good performance, while the exact frequency divisions and overlap in carrier bands are not as critical.